4 ways Citrix Content Collaboration helps your organization

The typical team collaborates on dozens of documents every single day. Yet many of those files sit siloed in separate apps and attachments. Citrix Content Collaboration combines them all into one central platform where employees work side-by-side—no matter where content is stored.

With Citrix Content Collaboration, your organization can:

1. **Centralize and consolidate.**
   Your employees need a better way to stay connected on projects and progress, regardless of where content is stored. Citrix Content Collaboration streamlines work into one central platform where teams stay connected, and where efforts can be coordinated quickly and efficiently. Each document will remain readily available in the same central console for instant access—however, wherever and whenever it’s needed.

2. **Automate and accelerate.**
   It's not just consolidation that matters. You need a better way to collaborate, too. The sheer volume of documents that queue up for review and approvals each day can easily overwhelm and cause congestion. Citrix Content Collaboration makes these blockages and bottlenecks problems of the past. You can solicit feedback, request sign-offs and even collect electronic signatures—all in one seamless, automated workflow.

3. **Keep innovation flowing.**
   For your organization to compete at the pace of innovation, speed and consistency are key. The faster and more efficiently your teams collaborate, the better positioned your organization will be. With Citrix Content Collaboration, every suggestion and sign-off is brought together in a single shared view. By eliminating the need to search, scroll and scour for the latest versions, you can quickly break down the barriers that stifle creativity.

4. **Be ready for anything.**
   From storms to viruses to unanticipated events, the unexpected can hit at any time. When it does, your teams will need the right tools to continue business as usual. Citrix Content Collaboration lets you rapidly onboard remote workers while keeping critical security protocols firmly in place. Off-site employees and contractors get everything they need to continue collaborating on content; you use the same policies and controls to keep sensitive data safe.